NOTES:

1. MOUNT MALE TO FLANGE WITH SCREW PROJECTING FOR FLANGE ALIGNMENT. NOTE: FLANGE MUST BE TAPPED.

2. MOUNT B TO C – SNAP FIT.

3. CUT NYLON SCREWS TO LENGTH SO AS NOT TO PROTRUDE THROUGH MATING FLANGE.

4. MATE FLANGES & SCREW TIGHT.

SEE DETAIL 1

B (RETAI
RING)

C (FEMALE)

A (MALE)

REMOVED FOR WR112 2 PLC.

MODEL NO.  | DIMENSION
-----------|---------------
D     | E
QD-112 | 1.50 (38.1)  | 3.75 (95.3)
QD-137 | 1.50 (38.1)  | 3.75 (95.3)

FLANGE   | HOLE SET
---------|------------
CPR137F/G | G
WR112 COVER | H
CPR112F/G | J

HOLE LAYOUT